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�his book is about 1001 new game ideas. Instead o� providing 
them ready and refined, we are giving you six different tools, 
techniques and games to generate your original collection o� 
ideas. As an example and �or an inspiration, we did include 
almost 70 ready made ideas that were generated with our 
tools. 

�his toolset �or your 1001 game ideas was developed in Game-
Space project during the years 2006 and 2007. GameSpace is 
a research project �ocusing on the design and study o� casual 
mobile multiplayer games, aiming to develop a game design 
and evaluation method, which would be suitable �or the special 
characteristics o� mobile devices and gaming. In practice, the 
research involves organising workshops that are �ocused on 
creating novel casual  mobile multiplayer game concepts, but 
also on expanding the game design space and systematising 
the methodology �or casual mobile multiplayer game design. 

Early versions o� our idea generation tools were tested by our 
industry partners, Nokia, �eliaSonera, Veikkaus (Finnish Na-
tional Lottery), Sulake and Sumea/Digital Chocolate, within the 
three game concept workshops held by the GameSpace team 
during autumn 2006 and spring 2007. For those workshops 
our team developed total o� 15 di��erent tools, techniques and 
approaches �or generating new game ideas and �rom them, six 
most promising ones were selected �or this package.

�he toolset was designed to help you to produce new game 
ideas systematically, on demand and with �un and inspiring 
ways, together or alone. �he �ocus o� our tools is to support 
idea generation �or casual mobile and multiplayer games; 
however, they can be applicable �or other games as well.

Introduction to  
1001 Game Ideas
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On the pages of this book you can find the short introduction 
to idea generation and systematic creativity, detailed and illus-
trated instructions �or the use o� the GameSpace tools and the 
philosophy behind the di��erent �eatures o� our techniques. 

creativity techniques support the belie� that systematic means 
and ways have strong impact �or innovation.

Even though generating new ideas is only one part o� the crea-
tive process, it has a great value that is easily discredited. It 
is common to hear that “we don’t need new ideas, since we 
already have more than enough o� them and too little time to 
execute them”. �his kind o� thinking could be an indication o� 
losing the competitive advantage in the �uture. Studies show 
that there is a strong relation between the amount o� ideas 
and success�ul business. Idea generation should be treated as 
an ongoing process and quantity o� ideas as a tool �or quality. 
Generating new ideas is based on exploring the space o� pos-
sibility where most o� the ideas will work only as steps towards 
the good ones.

Can we work systematically towards 
creativity?

Producing new ideas can be seen as an easy task. You do not 
need to be more than an experienced gamer to come up with 
an idea or two �or the next game that you would like to play. 
Generating new ideas is always based on some experience o� 
old ones. Producing innovative ideas however, will need the act 
o� creativity which is traditionally seen as a work o� creative 
individuals. Most o� us do not have any educational background 
�or systematic creative work, and in general, the school sys-
tem has not been heavily concentrating on giving us tools �or 
this task. We have been le�t alone to gain our experience on 
creativity. 

It is common to think that creativity is something mysterious. 
Ideas and creative solutions seem to “just happen” and “ap-
pear out o� nowhere”. However, the complexity o� creativity 
does not make it unreachable even though it may seem so �or 
the individual. �he modern creativity research has come �ar 
from the early days and can already recognize parts and influ-
ences in creative processes all the way �rom the initial genera-
tion o� an idea to the delivery o� an innovative product.

As stated above, creativity is easily considered as a personal 
�actor. It is common to hear a statement that some people 
just are creative and others will never be. However, creative 
processes involve skills that can be learned and enhanced. 
Even though the personal trait may be strong as we all have 
di��erent skill sets based on our individual experience on crea-
tive tasks, it is evident that any individual can improve his/her 
creative input. Studies about creativity training and using 

Brainstorming is just among one of 
the solutions

People may have developed their own ways to enhance their 
creative work. Some people read large numbers o� di��erent 
magazines or other sources to draw an inspiration �rom or take 
long walks to have di��erent perspective to the ongoing issue. 
�he workload o� exploring the possibility space, i.e. space o� 
ideas, can be also enhanced with the di��erent techniques that 
are especially designed �or the generation o� new ideas. �he 
most �amous such technique is brainstorming.

Brainstorming was developed in 1941 by A.F.Osborne, an ad-
vertising executive, and has ever since become so popular that 
it is used almost as a synonym to any kind o� group meeting 
that has a purpose to come up with ideas. More strict sense o� 
brainstorming usually re�ers to a group session where genera-
tion o� ideas is separated �rom evaluation. Ideas are developed 
by taking turns and working on one shared idea or several par-
allel ideas. During the session, ideas are documented �or later 
evaluation. In �urther development, ideas can be combined 
and organised into groups in order to select the best ones.
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�he basic assumption behind group brainstorming is that pres-
ence o� others triggers you to ideate in the way that you would 
not be able to do alone. During the brainstorming, the atmos-
phere should be relaxed and approving to all di��erent kinds 
o� ideas without the evaluation o� their applicability. All o� the 
participants should be allowed to speak equally despite their 
position or relation between each others. All ideas are recorded 
and later on evaluated and selected to �urther development.

Even though brainstorming is widely used, it has its problems. 
Several studies acknowledge problems such as social loafing, 
evaluation apprehension, and production blocking. The identifi-
cation o� the problems has lead to development o� hundreds o� 
other techniques such as Brainwriting, Six thinking hats, Mind-
mapping and Bunches o� Bananas to name a �ew. Neverthe-
less, based on the nature o� creative thinking, the search �or 
the ultimate technique might be in vain. Using di��erent kinds 
o� approaches will activate di��erent thinking processes sup-
porting the idea generation and the combinative use o� several 
techniques will most probably provide the best results.

2. Generation without evaluation

Good ideas might not seem great ones from the first glance. 
Rather than screening every thought you have, writing down 
the ideas that might not seem applicable, reasonable or even 
�resh, will get you towards good ideas. Ideas ignite other ideas 
and combination o� di��erent ideas may lead to results you did 
not see coming. Unnecessary judgement may also put a block-
age �or your thoughts. Be brave and express your thoughts, 
since it is part o� the process to produce loads o� ideas that will 
not be valuable as such.

3. Good documentation and further iteration rounds

While idea generation session is concentrated on creating large 
numbers o� ideas without the evaluation, the importance o� 
documentation will become crucial. Even though an idea may 
seem very clear right a�ter the session, it is easily �orgotten. 
Making the documentation part o� your idea generation prac-
tice will also help you to de�er the judgement �or later evalua-
tion session.

4. Threefold impact of the use of creativity techniques

Even though we strongly believe that our techniques will help 
you to come up with good ideas on demand and during the 
session, we believe that ours and also techniques o� others 
have two other important impact �actors �or ideation proc-
esses. Additionally to the evident results o� the sessions, the 
use o� the techniques will trigger your creative processes that 
carry on over the session. You might be “hit” by a new idea 
even �ew days a�ter the session �or example while walking to 
the work or waiting �or the bus. A�ter a success�ul and inspiring 
idea generation session, your head keeps on going by looking 
for influences outside the session room and working on uncon-
sciously with the ideas. Use o� di��erent �ormal techniques will 
also improve your skills on creative thinking and give you ideas 
how to develop your working habits towards more creative 
ones. �hree�old impact o� creative techniques is: results o� the 
session, triggering e��ect and learning creative thinking.

Our basic assumptions for idea 
generation

�hese basic assumptions �or success�ul idea generation are 
important to remember while using our techniques, tools and 
games:

1. Quantity leads to quality

Finding creative solutions is not a process o� logical reasoning 
but more o� an exploration o� wide range o� possibilities. �he 
more ideas you produce and the wider range you tackle, the 
more likely you will end up having a great idea.
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GameSpace idea generation techniques 
are game specific

We believe that there is no such thing as a general �orm o� an 
“idea”. It is a di��erent process o� making ideas �or better car 
engines �rom creating the next winter jacket collection. We 
believe that every idea generation session is specific. Usually 
this is handled on the go by setting a specific design problem 
or theme �or the session. Our techniques are implemented 
with the support of the specific features of game ideas and 
especially support �or certain types o� games, i.e. casual, mo-
bile and social aspects of gaming. The implemented specificity 
makes our techniques easier to use and �aster to set o��. �hey 
create good possibilities �or more �requent idea generation 
sessions than one day workshops lead by the creativity pro�es-
sionals. However, we would strongly recommend that you keep 
on looking �or di��erent kinds o� techniques and change your 
ways to generate ideas regularly. Being creative is keeping 
your mind �resh.
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VNA  
(verbs, nouns & adjectives)

VNA is a �ast and simple technique �or 
2-5 persons to produce casual game 
ideas where one game idea is produced 
by three random words that each per-
son describes while taking turns.

Casual games word-set

While observing the workshop idea 
generation with similar deck o� words 
based on games in generally, we no-
ticed that selected words do count. 
Word set was many times imposing 
hard-core game ideas with words such 
as “war�are” or “horror”. A�ter realis-
ing this, we remade the word set by 
analysing 40 games: non-digital and 
digital casual games. In this way we 
came up with a word base o� 240 
words, 80 o� each category and tested 
to find out that it was much easier to 
come up with casual game ideas with 
this selected word set. 

Why cards?

We are all �amiliar 
with p laying card 
games. While group 
brainstorming may be 
drawn into situation 
where some people 
never use their voice 
even though they 
would have ideas, 
with cards people are 
more accustomed in 
taking turns. Cards 
also provide “outer” 
input  and  i t  may 
then �eel more “sa�e” 
to speak your mind 
since “it is not you, it 
is the card”.
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Easy to start and simple to use

�he ideal group size �or using VNA-cards is 2-5 persons, but it 
can be used individually also. Cards are put on the table upside 
down and the process is started with first person drawing a 
verb card, explaining what kind o� game idea comes to his/her 
mind �rom that word and letting next one draw a noun and 
continue what this means in that game idea. Last one draws 
an adjective and applies his/her thoughts to the idea. �he ini-
tiator is then changed and turns proceeds by taking first verb, 
then noun and last adjective. 

�he order o� the cards can be changed to get variations to the 
process and participants should challenge themselves to inter-
pret the words more widely and associatively than taking the 
first thing that comes to his/hers mind. One should also try to 
describe as much as comes to his/her mind and not settle on 
just giving flat explanations of the word added to the game 
idea. In example by getting the card “JUMP” one should not 
only say that “this is a jumping game” but more like describe 
who jumps, how and why: “�his is a game, where zoo keepers 
are jumping with jump sticks in order to herd escaping kanga-
roos back to the pen”.

Make your own VNA

Even though there is only 240 
cards, this amount provides over 
500 000 di��erent possible combi-
nations o� verbs, nouns and adjec-
tives. When direction are varied, 
combinations will rise up till over 
3 000 000 di��erent possible com-
binations. I� taken �urther, it could 
be thought that with di��erent peo-
ple and di��erent associations on 
di��erent days, this deck provides 
unlimited amount o� game ideas, 
in theory. �he same deck, how-
ever, may not be that stimulating 
over and over again. Making new 
word set will give you new inspira-
tions and di��erent kind o� ideas.

Start by selecting games that you 
think has some o� the �eatures 
that you are going a�ter and then 
detach two verbs, two nouns and 
two adjectives that are describing 
the game in some way �rom each 
game. �hey don’t have to be con-
clusive verb-noun-adjective de-
scriptions o� the games “essence”, 
as long as the games do associate 
with these words. Coming up with 
a word stack without the game 
analysis can be quite hard and you 
easily end up repeating yoursel�.
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Quick Start

1. Mix verb, noun and adjective card decks 
 separately and put them to the table �ace down.
2. First person draws verb and describes what 
 kind o� game idea comes to his/her mind.
3. Second draws a noun card and adds to 
 the game idea described be�ore.
4. �hird one closes the game idea by drawing 
 adjective card and describing how 
 the adjective a��ects to the game idea.
5. Repeat the above with di��erent initiator.

Tips for a successful session

Do not settle to say “�his is a jumping game” with 
a card “JUMP”, instead try to be more specific or 
search �or other than the obvious interpretations o� 
the word, such as “In this game one has to build a 
huge trampoline”. You can also leave something in-
tentionally open for the next one to fill, like: “In this 
game one has to build a huge trampoline in order to 
get something… I am not sure what it could be”.

1� 1�



Piecebox BRAINSTOrMING

PieceBox is a brainstorming technique that is developed 
especially �or generation o� new casual game ideas. �he 
principle �or using PieceBox is simple: make the box 
available always when you are brainstorming �or new 
casual game ideas.

Why pieces in a box?

While using di��erent techniques in 
GameSpace project, two things were 
perceived: i� the brainstorming ses-
sion is stimulated with play-session 
o� board games or using board games 
while brainstorming new game ideas, 
the ideas easily imitate the games 
played and would be too close to the 
original games providing little in-
novation. On the other hand, i� only 
traditional brainstorming technique 
is used, the ideas and inspiration is 
drawn �rom other occasional sur-
roundings: that is i� brainstorming is 
done while drinking co��ee: the co��ee 
mug on the office table might give the 
inspiration �or co��ee(mug)-games. 
Hence surroundings and inspirational 
materials do matter in two ways: 
there should be some and they should 
be selected according to the purpose 
with enough generality.
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Basics of brainstorming technique

Brainstorming usually re�ers to a group based ideating session 
where generation o� ideas is separated �rom evaluation. Rec-
ommended group size is under seven attendees, but smaller 
groups usually �unctions better. Ideas are developed in turns 
with working on one shared idea or several parallel ideas.

�he basic assumption behind group brainstorming is that pres-
ence o� others triggers you to ideate in the way that would not 
be able to do alone. In the brainstorming session the atmos-
phere should be relaxed and approving to all di��erent kinds 
o� ideas without the evaluation o� their applicability or inno-
vativeness. All o� the participants should be allowed to speak 
equally despite their position or relation between each others. 
All ideas are recorded and later on evaluated and selected to 
�urther development. It is practical to select a �acilitator �or 
the session that records all the ideas and guides the process 
i� it gets stuck.

How does PieceBox 
work?

PieceBox was developed to 
suit to casual game ideation. 
Casual games are usually 
based on something �amiliar 
and with relative simplicity 
in the game play. Hence the 
inspirational box consists o� 
game pieces such as dice 
and general play equipments 
such as play clay, super balls, 
Lego pieces, play money etc. 
�he content o� the box helps 
brainstorming attendees to 
draw inspiration out o� pieces 
and also try out and commu-
nicate their ideas more con-
cretely and still keep the level 
o� simplicity and �amiliarity 
without creating only clones 
and variations o� existent 
games. 

�1 ��



Making your own PieceBox

The specific compilation of the box is not 
that relevant as soon as it provides as 
many as possible �unctions and elements 
such as: stacking, counting, writing, 
moulding, bending, connecting, bounc-
ing, rolling, building, chance, time, value, 
di��erent colours and shapes, general and 
specific characters, different materials etc. 
that are all �amiliar to us but not complete 
games (or easily perceived as such). Also 
the box itsel� may �unction as one “piece” 
providing levels and space.

Here is one tested compilation 
o� PieceBox:

1. �wo see-through boxes
2. Hourglass and letter cubes 
 �rom word puzzle game 
3. A 3D puzzle game pieces
4. Dice
5. Rubber band
6. Play pieces �rom Settlers board game
7. General board game characters
8. Play money
9. �riangle shaped pen holders
10. Play clay o� di��erent colours
11. Play diamonds
12. Super Balls 
13. Fanta Color Mosaic pins
14. Connecting play pieces
15. Shaped erasers
16. Glass marbles
17. Magnetix -pieces
18. Stacking game pieces
19. Numbers �orm a bingo game
20. Lego pieces

�� ��



Tips for a successful 
session

Don’t try to come up with a complete game 
idea at your turn, express your thoughts as 
they come to your mind �or the others to de-
velop.

Quick Start

1. �ake the box onto the large table and  
 spread the pieces so that everyone   
can reach them. 
2. Start brainstorming and 
 use pieces to: 
  a. inspire new game ideas and/or
  b. demonstrate others what 
   you mean
3. Remember to document ideas 
 while you go (pre�erred to 
 choose somebody as a �acilitator).
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MORF

MorF is a game idea generation technique that 
combines analytical playing and �orced connec-
tions approach. A�ter playing and analysing a 
game that has good �eatures, the ideas are pro-
duced by �orcing components together that one 
would not normally combine. �he technique can 
be used in small groups or alone.

Morphological forced 
connections

MorF is based on Morphological �orced 
connections technique, which is origi-
nally developed �or innovating new 
products based on old ones. Basic idea 
in this technique is to make varia-
tions o� the components o� an existing 
product and then randomly combining 
these to create ideas o� new products.

Why forced 
connections?

While one usually does not see con-
nections between common things, 
making random combinations o� them 
and �orcing to think how they would 
fit together, will give ideas that one 
would not have come up otherwise.
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How to make game ideas with MorF?

MorF is developed especially �or the game idea generation by 
providing a given structure �or the analysis. �he chosen game 
is broken into six di��erent components:

1. verb that describes the action that player does
2. verb that describes action that happens between 
 game entities
3. another verb that describes action that happens 
 between game entities
4. noun that describes player
5. noun that describes any other thing in the game
6. adjective that describes	something	specific	
 in the game

Every word is then varied, giving alternate possibilities to 
each. �he more alternatives there are the more di��erent com-
binations one will get. A�ter the analysis and variations, words 
o� each categories are randomly put together to �orm groups 
o� three verbs, two nouns and one adjective. �his combination 
o� six words is then used as a starting point �or creating a new 
game idea. By �orcing yoursel� to create ideas �rom random 
word sets can end up an interesting result. The more difficult 
the combination may seem, the more interesting the result 
may be.

I� the technique is used in a group, the process can be �as-
tened by taking quick turns in the variations phase.

MorF computer program

MorF is easier to use with technological aid. �he computer pro-
gram will guide you through the process step by step and help 
the randomization o� components. Additionally the program 
will ease your document phase by providing options o� printing 
your ideas and restoring them digitally.
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Tips for a successful 
session

�ry to make your analysis char-
acteristic; don’t use too general 
words to describe the game that 
you have played that could apply 
to any existing game. For example 
i� you are analysing a casual game, 
an adjective such as “colour�ul” can 
be too general �or all the casual 
games that you might have difficul-
ties in coming up with �ruit�ul varia-
tions to the word. 

Remember to challenge yoursel� 
with the word combination: do not 
settle in composing an idea such as 
“jumping �rog –game where alive 
diamonds are �alling and attacking 
you” when �acing words “jump”, 
“�alling”, “attacking”, “�rog”, “dia-
mond”, “alive”. Instead let your 
mind associate �reely e.g. like this: 
“You are a little boy who is stuck in 
a surreal dream world when you �all 
a sleep. Frogs in your pyjama come 
alive and start attacking you and 
stealing your diamonds that you 
have to collect back in order to pay 
the �ee �or the dream world gate 
keeper, i� you want to wake up (and 
win the game).”

Do not be too hasty to skip over 
on di��icult word combinations, 
because you might be losing some-
thing really interesting!

Quick Start

1. Pick a game that you think has some o� the 
 qualities that are also needed in your idea. 
 Play the game �or a while.
2. Analyse the game into three verbs, 
 two substantives and one adjective
3. Come up with five different variations 
 to each word.
4. Mix the words by picking randomly 
 one o� each word categories.
5. �ry to think how this combination 
 composes a new game idea.
6. Repeat by di��erent combination.

Paper version of MorF

You can also make pen and paper versions o� the 
technique:

Make a table consisting o� six columns and at 
least 6 rows. First three columns are �or the 
verbs, next two �or the nouns and last �or adjec-
tives. Reserve the first row to the analysis and 
next rows to variations. For randomization o� 
components you can throw a dice and pick a row 
indicated by the dots on the dice.

Making the random combinations easier, you can 
also make separate card stacks �or each module 
and then mix up every stack and draw one card 
�rom each stack. 
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MECANO

Mecano is a method �or searching and isolating real world 
�unctionalities as basis �or game idea. It is a collaborative idea 
generation technique with individual analysis phase at the be-
ginning. Mecano is based on handling and exploring everyday 
objects, their �unctionalities, parts and interactions.

Why mechanics from 
everyday objects?

Many people regard mechanics 
as a core o� the game. �here-
�ore identi�ying the mechanic is 
an integral part o� a game idea. 
I� there is nothing provided, in-
spiration is drawn out �rom the 
environment o� the brainstorm-
ing session. I� the provided 
inspirational elements lack me-
chanical or �unctional qualities, 
it can be hard to come up with 
interesting and new core game 
mechanic. �able �ull o� generic 
objects with di��erent opera-
tional �eatures will boost idea 
generation in a �ruit�ul way. Any 
kind o� object includes several 
mechanical aspects that we 
are not necessarily conscious 
about: �orcing ourselves to ex-
amine everyday and common 
objects in a new perspective 
can trigger imagination.

What do you need 
for Mecano?

You need a selection o� 
di��erent everyday objects 
and little pieces o� paper. 
Objects can be anything 
that you find at your home 
or o��ice. Objects such as 
staplers, wires, boxes, 
bottles, toys, scissors or 
ballpoint pens already pro-
vide good starting point. 
You can ask participants to 
bring something �rom their 
home or office table. How-
ever, try to instruct them 
to pick something special 
or interesting. Although a 
pen could be just enough: 
five different pens may not 
provide enough variation to 
the analysis.
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How to make ideas with Mecano?

1. Place objects on the table so that 
 everyone can reach them.
2. Examine and explore all the objects. 
 Feel them; take them to your hand. 
 �ake pieces apart and play with them.
3. �ry to find	different	kind	of	mechanics involved. 
 �hese can be �ound in the objects themselves or 
 in their interaction with other objects and environment.  
 Examine them really closely. Don’t just think �or what 
 purpose the object was made �or and what are the 
 typical �unctionalities. �hink about what you could 
 do with them and how you could misuse the object.  
 Here are some questions that can help 
 you to identi�y mechanics:
	 	 •	 What does the object do? What is its main �unction? 
	 	 •	 What else can you do with the object?
	 	 •	 What isn’t a standard use o� the object? 
	 	 •	 I� you take it apart, what do the inner-parts do?
	 	 •	 �ake two objects, how do they interact? 
   How do the parts o� di��erent objects interact?
	 	 •	 How is this thing e��ecting to its environment 
   or how is the environment a��ecting to it?
	 	 •	 What happens i� you change the a��ecting physics?  
   Can object modulate the physics?

4. Write each mechanical aspect to the small    
 pieces of paper. Flesh out the finding and push it    
 towards a game idea. �ry to say more than “slide”. 
  For example “slide tiles to make uni�orm area” 
  could be better. 
  �his individual analysis and examination phase 
  can take about 10 minutes.
5. Put little papers to the center of the table 
 facing down. I� you have come up with a �airly 
 ready game idea and you want to continue developing   
 that, you can keep the paper with you.
6. �ake some random papers �rom the table and start 
 thinking a game idea involving those mechanics.
7. Somebody starts by presenting an idea containing 
 a couple of mechanics. �ake turns to discus and 
 develop the idea �urther. 
8. I� you don’t come up anything on your turn while 
 elaborating the idea, you can pull one paper �rom 
 the middle and try to combine mechanic described 
 into the idea at hand.
9. When it �eels like the idea is ready or group wants 
 to develop new one, document the idea and repeat 
 the above �or another idea. Do this as long as you want 
 or the time runs out �or this session. 
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Analysis example:
mechanics of a PUNCH

Punching holes

Removing 
by gliding

Getting 
through

Bend ing 
and li�ting

Squeezing 
and turning

Pushing 
aside

Gathering and 
sprinkling

Hanging and 
holding

Pushing and 
holding
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Quick Start

1. Gather items to the table so that everyone 
 can reach them.
2. Analyze their �unctionalities and write them down 
 on the piece o� the papers
3. Put papers in the middle and shuffle, 
 start drawing them to get more inspiration.
4. �ake turns in describing the idea; 
 draw another paper i� you are running out o� inspiration.
5. Document the idea.
6. �ake another round.

Tips for a successful session

Share your thoughts, discus and get suggestions 
�rom other participants. Leave your thoughts open 
�or others to supplement. Don’t ponder too long on 
your own turn.

Variation suggestion

Another way to carry out Mecano could be the dividing o� indi-
vidual and group phases apart. Individual part could be done 
alone be�orehand and when the group session begins, par-
ticipants would just bring the little pieces o� paper containing 
fleshed out mechanics.
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gameseekers

GameSeekers is a collaborative game-like idea genera-
tion technique for two to five players. Players contribute 
to one shared game idea by elaborating and refining it 
according to the cards and rules o� the game.

Why card game?

We are all �amiliar with playing card games. While brainstorm-
ing may be drawn into situation where some people never use 
their voice even though they would have ideas, with cards 
people are more accustomed in taking turns and contributing 
to the game. Cards also provide “outer” input and it may then 
�eel more “sa�e” to speak your mind since “it is not you, it is 
the card”.

Casual genres and social aspects

GameSeekers card deck consists o� two di��erent kinds o� 
cards; others provide stimuli �or �ree association and others 
re�erence points to casual game structures. As game struc-
tures, descriptions o� typical casual game genres and casually 
interesting social aspects were chosen to the card set.
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G E N R E

G E N R E
G E N R E

G E N R E
G E N R E

G E N R E
G E N R E

G E N R E
G E N R E

G E N R E

P U Z Z L E

Generally refers to games where 

player ’s main task is 

to solve some kind of 

puzzle. This may include e.g. 

matching identical pieces or plac-

ing the falling objects in a certain 

formation.  

Examples: Tetris, Sudoku games

H I D D E N 
O B J E C T

Generally refers to games where 

the player is provided 

a picture with different 

objects and a word list. 

Player has to fi nd matching objects 

that can be partly hidden from the 

picture by clicking on the top of 

the object. 

Examples: Mystery Case Files series

M AT C H I N G 
G A M E S

Generally refers to games where 

players are faced with a 

grid of a limited variety of 

objects. The objective of the 

game is to swap, drag, shoot or 

transform these objects to create 

sets (typically three), which then 

disappear for points.

Examples: Chuzzle, Luxor, The DaVinci 

Code

M A R B L E 
P O P P E R

Generally refers to games where 

a player controls some-

thing that is shooting 

marbles (or similar) towards 

other marbles for making matching 

groups of same colour that then 

disappears.

Examples: Zuma, Luxor, Bust-a-move

SHAPE 

MANIPULATION

Generally refers to games where 

player’s goal is to fill up am 

empty container by pick-

ing up, rotating, and plac-

ing different pieces inside 

the contact so that no pieces over-

lap and no empty spaces remain. 

The Examples: Mosaic: Tomb of Mys-

tery, Puzzle Express, Runic One

B R A I N 
T E A S E R 

Generally refers to games where 

player needs to use spe-

cial skills e.g. mathematical or 

logical skills in order to complete 

the goal. 

Examples: Sudoku, Minesweeper

SKILL-BASED 
GAMES

Generally refers to games that are 

played in a tournament for-

mat in which an entry fee 

is paid to compete and money 

or prices are awarded to the most 

skilled player or players. Elements of 

luck have either been eliminated or 

greatly reduced in the game.

Examples: Bejeweled 

(provided by e.g. iWin.com)

S I M U L AT I O N

Generally refers to games that 

contain a mixture of skill, 

chance, and strategy to 

simulate an aspect of re-

ality, such as a stock exchange.

Examples: Return to Mysterious Island, 

Escape from Paradise, Fish Tycoon

A C T I O N 
&  A R C A D E

Generally refers to games that 

require a player to con-

stantly participate in an 

action in order to win. Its 

main attribute is a character or a 

set of characters that need to be 

controlled by a player.

Examples: Atari Asteroids, Pac-Man

ARCADE 

VARIANTS (RETRO)

Generally refers to games that 

include a variety of traditional 

arcade-style gameplay. Players 

may be drawn towards 

the game because of the 

nostalgic feelings the 

game arises.

Examples: Cosmic Bugs, Gold Miner 

Vegas Edition, Tropix
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Explain  how the game 

idea changes.
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R E M O V E

Something in the table not 

feeling right? One card 

making too much confusion 

to the game idea?

Remove the card and 

explain the game idea 

without this element.
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S I N G L E P L AY E R  G A M E

There are no social fea-tures in the gameplay (partly or totally). However the game may provide other built-in social features, such as chatting or profi les.

M U LT I P L AY E R G A M E

Gameplay is constructed so that players have to inter-act each other in order to achieve game goals. Game can be competitive or collaborative.

C O - O P E R AT I V E P L AY

Players have to interact with each other partly in order to achieve game goals. The tasks may be divided be-tween players.

C O L L A B O R AT I V E P L AY

Players have to engage in collaboration in order to achieve game goals. The task(s) may not be ex-ecuted without the help of other players.

A L O N E T O G E T H E R

Players can “sense” the presence of the other players, but don’t neces-sary have to engage in interaction. This may in-clude seeing other players on the same game environment or just comparing the scores or other results of the gameplay.

S P E C TAT I N G

Some players won’t participate into the gameplay but will engage as “viewers”. In the game design the “viewers” point of view has been taking in to consideration by creating visually rewarding or dramati-cally interesting gameplay.

SYNCHRONIZED ACTIONS

Players are simultane-ously present in the same game instance and act either turn-based (e.g. online tic-tac-toe) or in real time (quake).

A S Y N C H R O N I Z E D A C T I O N S

Players will not be simul-taneously present at the game environment and will act either turn-based (laser squad nemesis) or in real time (Travian).

R O L E S

Players hold different abili-ties or roles in the gameplay. Different roles may be required to col laborate in order to achieve the game goals. Play-ers may choose the abilities in the beginning of the game or they may be developed during the gameplay.

VERSUS PLAY (DUEL)

Players are put against each other one-by-one.
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S I N G L E P L AY E R  G A M E

There are no social fea-tures in the gameplay (partly or totally). However the game may provide other built-in social features, such as chatting or profi les.

M U LT I P L AY E R G A M E

Gameplay is constructed so that players have to inter-act each other in order to achieve game goals. Game can be competitive or collaborative.

C O - O P E R AT I V E P L AY

Players have to interact with each other partly in order to achieve game goals. The tasks may be divided be-tween players.

C O L L A B O R AT I V E P L AY

Players have to engage in collaboration in order to achieve game goals. The task(s) may not be ex-ecuted without the help of other players.

A L O N E T O G E T H E R

Players can “sense” the presence of the other players, but don’t neces-sary have to engage in interaction. This may in-clude seeing other players on the same game environment or just comparing the scores or other results of the gameplay.

S P E C TAT I N G

Some players won’t participate into the gameplay but will engage as “viewers”. In the game design the “viewers” point of view has been taking in to consideration by creating visually rewarding or dramati-cally interesting gameplay.

SYNCHRONIZED ACTIONS

Players are simultane-ously present in the same game instance and act either turn-based (e.g. online tic-tac-toe) or in real time (quake).

A S Y N C H R O N I Z E D A C T I O N S

Players will not be simul-taneously present at the game environment and will act either turn-based (laser squad nemesis) or in real time (Travian).

R O L E S

Players hold different abili-ties or roles in the gameplay. Different roles may be required to col laborate in order to achieve the game goals. Play-ers may choose the abilities in the beginning of the game or they may be developed during the gameplay.

VERSUS PLAY (DUEL)

Players are put against each other one-by-one.
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How to play?

GameSeekers is best played in groups o� 2-5 people. Cards are 
used to communicate and draw an inspiration to the shared 
game idea. Group members are contributing to one shared 
idea by taking turns in playing one card at the time to the table 
and elaborating the idea according to it. �urns progress clock-
wise and the initiator is changed �or every new idea.

Cards

Every red, purple and green card represents an 
inspiration source �or one part o� a shared idea. 
Players add meanings and structures to the game 
idea and thoughts are communicated through the 
cards. �hese cards are always played on the table 
and player explains what they mean �or the game 
idea and how do they relate to the connecting 
cards.

Blue cards represent di��erent actions made to the 
shared idea. Cards may be used to remove one 
part o� an idea, �orce the coherence to the shared 
idea or simpli�y its elements. �hese cards are dis-
carded a�ter played and the player are required to 
explain how the action changes the idea.

Meanings (red cards):  
Red cards contain pictures o� objects, people and 
details. Images are used in a session associa-
tively, not literally. �his means that the player 
can �reely interpret the image as any part o� the 
game and use it to inspire to think the game idea 
differently. It is not advised to use the first, or the 
most obvious interpretation o� the pictures, but to 
challenge in making �ree associations, metaphors 
or analogues.

Pattern (purple cards): 
Pattern cards contain abstract figures that can be 
used similarly to the red cards, or specifically to 
represent the basic structure of the game set-
ting.

Game structures (green cards):  
�here are two types o� game structures cards: 
genre and social aspect cards. With genre card 
a player can speci�y the general aspects o� the 
gameplay. Social aspect cards speci�y �or exam-
ple whether a game has multiplayer elements in 
it or not. Players can use these cards creatively 
and are not bound to them. Cards include short 
descriptions o� the genre or social aspects to help 
the communication between players. I� the player 
chooses to use only part o� the genre or social 
aspect re�erence, she/he should explain more spe-
cifically how the card is interpreted. 

Idea action (blue cards):  
With idea action card player can refine the game 
idea. �here are three di��erent types o� idea action 
cards: remove, rethink, and simplify. �hese 
cards are use�ul i� the game idea is starting to get 
too complicated or there are some elements that 
just don’t seem to fit with the concept anymore. 

�� ��
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M U LT I P L AY E R 
G A M E

Gameplay is constructed so 
that players have to inter-
act each other in order 
to achieve game goals. 
Game can be competitive or 
collaborative.
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P L AY
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P L AY

Players have to engage 
in collaboration in order 
to achieve game goals. 
The task(s) may not be ex-
ecuted without the help of 
other players.

A L O N E 
T O G E T H E R

Players can “sense” the 
presence of the other 
players, but don’t neces-
sary have to engage in 
interaction. This may in-
clude seeing other players on 
the same game environment 
or just comparing the scores or 
other results of the gameplay.

S P E C TAT I N G

Some players won’t participate 
into the gameplay but will 
engage as “viewers”. In 
the game design the “viewers” 
point of view has been taking 
in to consideration by creating 
visually rewarding or dramati-
cally interesting gameplay.

SYNCHRONIZED 
ACTIONS

Players are simultane-
ously present in the same 
game instance and act either 
turn-based (e.g. online tic-tac-
toe) or in real time (quake).
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A C T I O N S

Players will not be simul-
taneously present at the 
game environment and will 
act either turn-based (laser 
squad nemesis) or in real time 
(Travian).

R O L E S

Players hold different abili-
ties or roles in the gameplay. 
Different roles may be required 
to col laborate in order to 
achieve the game goals. Play-
ers may choose the abilities in 
the beginning of the game or 
they may be developed during 
the gameplay.
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P U Z Z L E

Generally refers to games where 
player ’s main task is 
to solve some kind of 
puzzle. This may include e.g. 
matching identical pieces or plac-
ing the falling objects in a certain 
formation.  

Examples: Tetris, Sudoku games

H I D D E N 
O B J E C T

Generally refers to games where 
the player is provided 
a picture with different 
objects and a word list. 
Player has to fi nd matching objects 
that can be partly hidden from the 
picture by clicking on the top of 
the object. 

Examples: Mystery Case Files series

M AT C H I N G 
G A M E S

Generally refers to games where 
players are faced with a 
grid of a limited variety of 
objects. The objective of the 
game is to swap, drag, shoot or 
transform these objects to create 
sets (typically three), which then 
disappear for points.

Examples: Chuzzle, Luxor, The DaVinci 
Code

M A R B L E 
P O P P E R

Generally refers to games where 
a player controls some-
thing that is shooting 
marbles (or similar) towards 
other marbles for making matching 
groups of same colour that then 
disappears.

Examples: Zuma, Luxor, Bust-a-move

SHAPE 
MANIPULATION

Generally refers to games where 
player’s goal is to fill up am 
empty container by pick-
ing up, rotating, and plac-
ing different pieces inside 
the contact so that no pieces over-
lap and no empty spaces remain. 

The Examples: Mosaic: Tomb of Mys-
tery, Puzzle Express, Runic One

B R A I N 
T E A S E R 

Generally refers to games where 
player needs to use spe-
cial skills e.g. mathematical or 
logical skills in order to complete 
the goal. 

Examples: Sudoku, Minesweeper

SKILL-BASED 
GAMES

Generally refers to games that are 
played in a tournament for-
mat in which an entry fee 
is paid to compete and money 
or prices are awarded to the most 
skilled player or players. Elements of 
luck have either been eliminated or 
greatly reduced in the game.

Examples: Bejeweled 
(provided by e.g. iWin.com)

S I M U L AT I O N

Generally refers to games that 
contain a mixture of skill, 
chance, and strategy to 
simulate an aspect of re-
ality, such as a stock exchange.

Examples: Return to Mysterious Island, 
Escape from Paradise, Fish Tycoon

A C T I O N 
&  A R C A D E

Generally refers to games that 
require a player to con-
stantly participate in an 
action in order to win. Its 
main attribute is a character or a 
set of characters that need to be 
controlled by a player.

Examples: Atari Asteroids, Pac-Man

ARCADE 
VARIANTS (RETRO)

Generally refers to games that 
include a variety of traditional 
arcade-style gameplay. Players 
may be drawn towards 
the game because of the 
nostalgic feelings the 
game arises.

Examples: Cosmic Bugs, Gold Miner 
Vegas Edition, Tropix
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S I N G L E 
P L AY E R  G A M E

There are no social fea-
tures in the gameplay 
(partly or totally). However the 
game may provide other 
built-in social features, 
such as chatting or profi les.

M U LT I P L AY E R 
G A M E

Gameplay is constructed so 
that players have to inter-
act each other in order 
to achieve game goals. 
Game can be competitive or 
collaborative.

C O - O P E R AT I V E 
P L AY

Players have to interact with 
each other partly in order 
to achieve game goals. 
The tasks may be divided be-
tween players.

C O L L A B O R AT I V E 
P L AY

Players have to engage 
in collaboration in order 
to achieve game goals. 
The task(s) may not be ex-
ecuted without the help of 
other players.

A L O N E 
T O G E T H E R

Players can “sense” the 
presence of the other 
players, but don’t neces-
sary have to engage in 
interaction. This may in-
clude seeing other players on 
the same game environment 
or just comparing the scores or 
other results of the gameplay.

S P E C TAT I N G

Some players won’t participate 
into the gameplay but will 
engage as “viewers”. In 
the game design the “viewers” 
point of view has been taking 
in to consideration by creating 
visually rewarding or dramati-
cally interesting gameplay.

SYNCHRONIZED 
ACTIONS

Players are simultane-
ously present in the same 
game instance and act either 
turn-based (e.g. online tic-tac-
toe) or in real time (quake).

A S Y N C H R O N I Z E D 
A C T I O N S

Players will not be simul-
taneously present at the 
game environment and will 
act either turn-based (laser 
squad nemesis) or in real time 
(Travian).

R O L E S

Players hold different abili-
ties or roles in the gameplay. 
Different roles may be required 
to col laborate in order to 
achieve the game goals. Play-
ers may choose the abilities in 
the beginning of the game or 
they may be developed during 
the gameplay.

VERSUS PLAY 
(DUEL)

Players are put against 
each other one-by-one.
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P U Z Z L E

Generally refers to games where 
player ’s main task is 
to solve some kind of 
puzzle. This may include e.g. 
matching identical pieces or plac-
ing the falling objects in a certain 
formation.  

Examples: Tetris, Sudoku games

H I D D E N 
O B J E C T

Generally refers to games where 
the player is provided 
a picture with different 
objects and a word list. 
Player has to fi nd matching objects 
that can be partly hidden from the 
picture by clicking on the top of 
the object. 

Examples: Mystery Case Files series

M AT C H I N G 
G A M E S

Generally refers to games where 
players are faced with a 
grid of a limited variety of 
objects. The objective of the 
game is to swap, drag, shoot or 
transform these objects to create 
sets (typically three), which then 
disappear for points.

Examples: Chuzzle, Luxor, The DaVinci 
Code

M A R B L E 
P O P P E R

Generally refers to games where 
a player controls some-
thing that is shooting 
marbles (or similar) towards 
other marbles for making matching 
groups of same colour that then 
disappears.

Examples: Zuma, Luxor, Bust-a-move

SHAPE 
MANIPULATION

Generally refers to games where 
player’s goal is to fill up am 
empty container by pick-
ing up, rotating, and plac-
ing different pieces inside 
the contact so that no pieces over-
lap and no empty spaces remain. 

The Examples: Mosaic: Tomb of Mys-
tery, Puzzle Express, Runic One

B R A I N 
T E A S E R 

Generally refers to games where 
player needs to use spe-
cial skills e.g. mathematical or 
logical skills in order to complete 
the goal. 

Examples: Sudoku, Minesweeper

SKILL-BASED 
GAMES

Generally refers to games that are 
played in a tournament for-
mat in which an entry fee 
is paid to compete and money 
or prices are awarded to the most 
skilled player or players. Elements of 
luck have either been eliminated or 
greatly reduced in the game.

Examples: Bejeweled 
(provided by e.g. iWin.com)

S I M U L AT I O N

Generally refers to games that 
contain a mixture of skill, 
chance, and strategy to 
simulate an aspect of re-
ality, such as a stock exchange.

Examples: Return to Mysterious Island, 
Escape from Paradise, Fish Tycoon

A C T I O N 
&  A R C A D E

Generally refers to games that 
require a player to con-
stantly participate in an 
action in order to win. Its 
main attribute is a character or a 
set of characters that need to be 
controlled by a player.

Examples: Atari Asteroids, Pac-Man

ARCADE 
VARIANTS (RETRO)

Generally refers to games that 
include a variety of traditional 
arcade-style gameplay. Players 
may be drawn towards 
the game because of the 
nostalgic feelings the 
game arises.

Examples: Cosmic Bugs, Gold Miner 
Vegas Edition, Tropix
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Preparations

1. Take half of the red cards and shuffle them with
 the rest o� the deck. Put other red cards aside. 
 Pictures may gradually create a stigma, 
 this way you can provide variation to 
 the deck in time.
2. Deal six cards to every player.

Gameplay rules

1. On each turn:
 a. Player can play one card. 
 b. Player may draw one new card �rom
  the deck a�ter playing one card on 
  the table. Drawing new card is optional.
c. Player may pass his/her turn.

2. When player plays a card:
 a. S/he should explain what the card 
  means to him/her and how does this 
  convey into a part o� the game idea
 b. S/he should connect the card to at least 
  one card on the table by the sides, 
  head or bottom (if not the first one) and 
  explain the relation with the connecting cards.

3. Placement of the cards:
 a. Red and purple cards   
  should not be connected  
  more than two other 
  red and purple cards.
 b. Green cards can be 
  connected to any amount  
  o� other cards.
 c. Blue cards are discarded  
  a�ter they are played.

4. Removing cards: 
 a. I� a card is removed, all  
 cards directly connected 
 to this one and cards le�t 
 alone should be removed.  
 I� any cards are le�t, 
 player recaps what are the  
 remains o� the idea. 
 I� two “islands” o� cards   
 are le�t on the table, 
 ideating proceeds on two   
separate game ideas 
 (it is possible to connect   
 the ideas later on).

5. Ending the game
 a. I� player is playing his/her last card to the table, 
  he/she can announce the idea ready without the 
  content o� other players.
 b. I� all the players pass their turns in a row, the idea is  
  considered as ready.
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Quick Start

1. Shuffle the deck and deal six cards for every player
2. Initiator plays the first card onto the table and 
 describes the starting point �or the game idea 
 according to the card.
3. Second player plays new card by connecting to it 
 to the first one from the sides, head or bottom 
 and elaborates the idea.
4. �urns progress clockwise and cards are played 
 according to the rules.
5. Idea is ready when everybody has passed their turn 
 or someone has used all his/her cards 
 and calls the idea ready.
6. Document the idea.
7. Reshuffle the deck, change the initiator and repeat 
 the process to come up with another game idea.

Tips for a 
successful session

�ry to use the picture cards as-
sociatively and challenge your-
sel� to come up with associations 
that are not the most obvious. 
Even though the technique is a 
tool �or creativity, it can be used 
in an uncreative way.
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gameboard

GameBoard is a competitive 
game-like idea generation 
technique for two to five play-
ers. �here are two versions 
available: players either work 
on a shared game idea (co-op 
version) or everyone has their 
own unique idea (solo ver-
sion). Pieces o� the game idea 
are generated by taking turns 
and using cards which help 
the player to describe di��erent 
aspects o� the game. Players 
achieve score according to the 
cards they play on the board 
and the winner o� the game is 
the one with the highest score. 
�he game ends when the board 
slots are �ull or when the idea is 
considered ready.

Why competition?

Competition can be considered 
as an antagonist to creativity. 
However, in GameBoard the 
competition is not about the 
idea, but about the game that 
produces the ideas. Playing a 
game may also �orce the group 
to make ideas ways they would 
not normally do. Play�ul com-
petition can create �un atmos-
phere in where the pressure 
is not on creating innovative 
ideas and people make choices 
they would not otherwise do. 
�his way the evaluative nature 
o� the idea generation session 
may shi�t to other activities and 
provide more space to relaxed 
creative input.

Alone together

While other GameSpace 
techniques are mostly 
based on collaboration, 
in GameBoard solo 
version players create 
their own game ideas 
simultaneously. �he ex-
plications o� other’s ideas 
may act as inspirational 
�eature while competi-
tive setting might create 
motivation �or creating a 
good game idea.
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The Cards

�here are two di��erent decks o� cards: 
Core and Gameplay. Core deck consists 
o� Mechanic and Theme cards and Game-
play deck o� Structure, Joker, Feature 
and Special cards. Core cards are used 
�or creating the core o� the game idea and 
Gameplay cards for elaborating and refin-
ing the idea. Special cards have also �unc-
tionalities to the GameBoard gameplay.

Core cards (orange)

Mechanic
Mechanic card describes the core mechanic 
o� the game. As a stimuli �or mechanical 
aspect o� the game idea, verbs like “collect-
ing” or “climbing” are provided. Mechanic 
describes what the player does in the game 
or what happens in the game.

Theme
�heme card gives the setting �or the game. As a stim-
uli �or coming up with the theme nouns like “nature” 
or “space” are provided. �heme describes the general 
atmosphere and environment o� the game.

Gameplay cards

Structure (green)
Structure cards describe the di��erent parts o� the 
game. �here are eight di��erent structure cards:

1. Goal – Desbribes the main goal o� the game. 
2. Sub-goals – Describes the minor goals 
 in the game which aid player in his/her task.
3. Win and lose conditions – How the game 
 is finished in either way.
4. Environment – What is the gameplay 
 environment? How the gameworld is perceived   
by the player?
5. Rewards – What are the rewards and bonuses
 that give the game a twist and aid the player 
 in his/her task.
6. Challenge – What makes the game challenging
 �or the player.
7. User inter�ace – What kind o� user inter�ace 
 is used in the game?
8. Controls – With what and how the player 
 controls the game?

Each structure cards can be played only once to the 
board. For example, i� there is already one Environ-
ment card on the table, another Environment card 
cannot be played during this idea.

Contents of the game

1 GameBoard co-op version board
5 GameBoard solo version boards
80 Core cards
 40 Mechanic cards
 40 �heme cards
70 Gameplay cards
 32 Structure cards
 18 Feature cards
 20 Joker cards
27 Special cards
50 Finger markers, 10 each colour
50 Score tokens
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their cards again if necessary.
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their cards again if necessary.

Idea is now ready and closed.
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the game is over for you. Can be 

only played on your own table.

Document the idea.
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Joker (red)
Joker cards work as a random stimuli 
�or �ree association. Joker cards can 
describe anything in the game. Play-
ers are �ree to interpret the card in 
the way they �eel is applicable �or the 
game idea. 

Feature (red)
Feature cards are technological as-
sets o� the game. �hey could re�er 
to network technologies such as 
Bluetooth or WLAN, or visual tech-
nology like 2D or 3D graphics.

Special (blue)
Special cards alter the normal gameplay. 
Unlike other cards, player has to pay �or 
usage o� special cards. Each special card 
has a price that must be paid with score 
tokens. 

�here are seven di��erent special cards:

1. Change Mechanic – Change one 
 mechanic card on the board.
2. Change �heme – Change one 
 theme card on the board.
3. Remove Card – Remove a structure,
 joker or �eature card �rom the board
 and discard it. �he owner o� the 
 card reduces the amount o� 
 score tokens he received when 
 he played the card. Remove card 
 can be also used in solo mode to 
 remove a card �rom other 
 player’s board.

4. Remove All – Remove all cards �rom the board. 
 Can be used also in solo version to clean up other 
 player’s board.
5. Lose �urn – �he player you choose loses his turn.
6. Ditch’n’draw – Discard your hand and draw new cards.
7. Idea ready! – Game is finished in the co-op version and 
 it is time to check who won. In solo version, 
 the Idea ready! will “�reeze” the player’s board and 
 score tokens, so others cannot discard his cards and 
 score tokens, and the player himsel� cannot add cards 
 to his board.
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A U D I A L  P L AYThe game uses rich audio to

enhance the gameplay.How does it work?

U S E S  C A M E R A P O S I T I O N A LA W A R E N E S S B L U E T O O T HB E A C O N
W L A N B E A C O N S

S P I N - A - R O U N D
M E S S A G I N G

S L O W  PA C E DG A M I N G F A S T  PA C E DG A M I N G M I N I M A L I S T I CC O N T R O L S

The game uses camera to
enhance the gameplay.How does it work? The game uses real world 

environment for enriching
the game experience.How does it work?

Bluetooth beacons are used in 

the game.
How does it work? Wlan beacons are used in the 

game to enhance the gameplay.
How does it work?

The player must tilt or rotate

his cellphone in the game.
How does it work? The game uses text messages to 

enhance the gameplay.How does it work? The game is slow paced. 

The player doesn’t have to focus in 

gameplay constantly.How does it work?
The game has loads of action. 

The player is required to focus into 

the gameplay during the whole 

game instance.How does it work?
The game has simple controls.

How does it work?
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A B S T R A C T

What this could mean in the game? 
Does it describe details, nuances 
or things in general level.

 Associate freely.

C A R T O O N Y C O I N S C U T E E X P L O S I V E

F U N N Y F U R R I E S G U A R D I A N H E C T I C M Y S T E R I O U S
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or things in general level.
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Does it describe details, nuances 
or things in general level.

 Associate freely.
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    c. Discard two cards �rom his hand and 
     draw two new cards �rom the gameplay deck.
    d. Play a special card. Note that �or special cards,
     player has to pay score tokens 
     according to the card!
    e. Pass the turn.
    �. Restock the hand �rom the deck. 
     The player must always have five cards in
      hand, so a�ter playing a card, the player 
     draws a new one �rom the gameplay deck.
 11. �urns rotate clockwise.

Ending the game
 12. �he game can end in three di��erent ways:
    a. All card slots on the board are �ull.
    b. All players agree that the idea is ready.
    c. “Idea ready!” special card is played.
 13. When the game ends, the player with most 
   score tokens wins.
 14. Once the game is finished, the game idea is 
   documented and archived.

Rule alterations for solo version:
 
In the solo version the gameplay is similar to co-op mode, 
except �or: 
1. Everyone has their own GameBoard solo board in �ront 
 o� them. �he solo board has less number o� card slots 
 and each player designs his own game idea into 
 his own board.
2. Finger markers are not distributed.
3. Core slots must have one mechanic and one theme.
4. Players have four cards in hand instead of five.
5. I� the player plays the “Idea ready!” card, his cards, 
 board and score tokens are �reezed and he is removed
 �rom the play. Other players cannot remove cards 
 �rom �reezed board.
6. Game ends when first player gets his board full.
7. Each player documents his own game ideas.

Step-by-Step Rules

�hese rules govern the co-op version. For the solo version, see 
next page bottom �or the alterations in the rules.

Preparations
 1. Place the GameBoard co-op board 
  in the middle o� the table.
 2. Create and shuffle two separate card decks: 
  core deck and gameplay deck.
 3. Deal 10 finger markers for each player, 
  one colour �or each player.
 4. Distribute one score token to each player.

Setting the core
 5. One player starts by drawing one core card and 
  places it to the board’s core card slot. 
  Player explains the card to others, describing 
  the initial game idea.
 6. Second and third player continue in same manner. 
  Notice that the board’s core card slots must have 
  at least one mechanic and one theme!
 7. Discuss about the initial game idea based on the 
  core cards. When there is consensus about what 
  the game idea could be, the actual game can start.

Gameplay
 8. Deal five cards from gameplay deck to each player.
 9. One player starts. 
 10. On each turn, player can:
   a. Place one structure, �eature or joker card 
    into table and receive score tokens according 
    to the card. �he player is not allowed to play 
    similar card that is already on the table or i� 
    there is no slot available �or the card. 
    A�ter playing the card, player explains how 
    the card a��ects the game idea and marks the 
    card by putting a finger marker on top of it.
   b. Receive or pay tokens according the card played.
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Quick Start (co-op version)

1. Set three core cards into the table. 
 Discuss the initial game idea. 
 �here must be at least one mechanic and 
 one theme card on the table.
2. Deal one score token, 10 finger markers and 
 five gameplay cards to each player.
3. Start gameplay by taking turns. Players can 
 do one o� the �ollowing on their turn: play a gameplay 
 or a special card, discard two cards and pick two new 
 ones �rom the gameplay deck or pass the turn.
4. Game ends when all slots on the board are �ull, 
 “Idea ready!” card is played or when everyone agrees 
 that the idea is ready.
5. �he player with most score tokens wins the game.
6. Document the idea.

Tips for a successful session

Don’t give up! �he idea o� the game is problem solving and 
matching ideas that first might appear to be something in-
compatible. 

Challenge your creativity! Do not pick up the most obvious 
interpretation o� the cards. �he black triangle does not have 
to mean that there are black triangles in the game. It could 
mean �or example that there is some kind o� layer system in 
the game, the game uses vector graphics or that the character 
has three �aces.
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One idea may inspire another. Here are example ideas that 
were born within the three GameSpace workshops during 
2006 and 2007, where concepts o� mobile, multiplayer and 
casual were discussed and our idea generation techniques 
were tested. From the total o� almost 200 ideas, these 70 
ideas were selected based on the description completeness, 
innovativeness or the �act that we �ound them appealing. 
Every idea is tagged by the technique that it was generated 
with. Some o� the ideas were given names and supplemented 
a�terwards, and some o� the ideas were produced by the early 
versions o� the techniques or techniques that are not present-
ed in this book. Use these ideas not only to give you the proo� 
that our techniques do work, but also as a one approach: let 
your imagination take these ideas even �urther!

example ideas

early vnaFruit Tycoon

Illegal �ruit garden tycoon. You are in charge o� a �ruit garden 
and you are having illegal work�orces. In the game there is an 
inspector and you can put your workers into a stealth mode.

early vnaInuit Civilisation

Fight against the coldness by building huts/igloos and devel-
oping Eskimo society. I� you have more Eskimos, they build 
faster, but fight easily. If they have warm huts, they reproduce 
and make more intelligent children that build better technol-
ogy into the cold. Extra �eature is that creatures are riding with 
polar bears.
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piecebox

early vnaPac-Man Scrabble

�his is a traditional scrabble game with player moving letter 
blocks on a board, trying to �orm words. When word is �ormed 
in lateral or vertical space, Pac-Man character appears and eats 
the word. �he game has time limit and i� Pac-Man doesn’t have 
enough words to eat in certain time, game ends.

early vnaFishmania

Player controls fish and his task is to collect a shoal of similar 
fish and exit the area before it gets too polluted by a ship. 
�here are also predators present which are threat to the player 
and his shoal.

early vnaMobile betting

Mobile betting game based on chain lettering. First player 
introduces theme, winning conditions and his bet. �hen he 
invites another player by sending him in-game SMS. Another 
player approves the bet and sends another SMS to his �riends 
and so on. Winners divide the pot among themselves.

early vnaBallventure

A ball bounces in a field with acts as a perimeter to be on. 
Player controls the balls bouncing direction and height. Enemy 
balls appear either moving or static, which are to be avoided.

early vnaNanny in Bronx

Player’s mission as a nanny is to take care o� children at the 
pre-school yard so they don’t wander into di��erent kinds o� 
dangers or threats. First the kids are small, easy to handle 
and there are not many threats present. A�terwards the game 
gets more difficult by adding older, faster and meaner kids and 
more dangerous threats.

pieceboxJump, Frog, Jump!

Player aim and adjust power to jump a �rog into a pond. Other 
players try to stop that �rog by rocks. Same aim and power 
kills the frog. Difficulty: change pond’s shape, crocodile tries to 
catch �rog, distance, wind and speed.

Little Dragon

A plat�ormer, where hero is a dragon baby. He sets out on an 
exiting journey to find his last Mom and encounters lots of haz-
ards on the way. A level includes lots o� diamonds and marbles 
as collectables and a star represents the end o� the level. It 
turns out that Baby Dragon’s mom is being held captive by an 
evil wizard and will have to be rescued.

pieceboxBouncer Race

A wacky racing game where the player controls a bouncing ball 
through varying tracks filled with collectables like marbles, dia-
monds that change the direction o� the ball. A certain amount 
of points is required to be collected to successfully finish the 
level.

pieceboxShape Shifting Alien

A �unny plat�ormer game where the player controls a �riendly 
shape sifting alien who came to Earth to find his buddies dis-
guised amongst humans. He has the ability to shape shi�t, 
stretch his limbs and squeeze through the smallest o� holes. 
He’ll always have to be disguised amongst humans because he 
can’t fight and the humans would attack him on spot. Every 
level has a certain number that represent’s the little alien’s 
buddies he has to find.
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morfMixed Beats

DJ mixes beats that �all �rom the top o� the screen (like beats 
normally do). Destroy bad vibes in the audience. Buy time so 
you can go to the toilet (�or example). Raise the roo�.

morfPolluted Little Animals

�here are poison/pollution that is threatening little animals 
that are trying to reproduce. Player tries to save them by 
changing their places. �here are di��erent species o� animals. I� 
there is big enough units together they turn into immune. �he 
goal in the game is to get the whole area �or yoursel�.

morfCosmo’s Catwalk

Pieces o� girl’s clothes �all �rom above. Player controls a group 
o� girls by moving them to a �alling cloth. �ry to create nice 
sets.

morfQuicksilver Maze

Player has a blob o� quicksilver that has been split into a 
hundred little blobs. �he goal is to guide them back together 
through di��erent maze-levels.

morfEvil Orange Squeezer

Player is controlling an edgy orange that is running �rom side 
to side on the screen. �he orange is collecting baby oranges to 
save them �rom orange juice squeezer. Big part o� the game is 
engaging sound e��ects o� baby oranges getting into squeezer 
and �unny squeaky sounds o� the edgy orange running.

morfLeafs from Dawn till Dusk

Player’s goal is to guide a �alling lea� to a target on the ground. 
Raindrops can be collected in order to speed up. Each level 
has a di��erent type o� lea� to control and the time o� the day 
changes �rom early morning to setting o� the sun according to 
levels. Different leaves have different flying physics and differ-
ent weather conditions (and time o� the day) provide di��erent 
challenges. Scenery is beauti�ul and relaxing providing a game 
with strong visual enjoyment. 

morfBlond Chopper

Player is an evil serial killer with an obsession �or blonds. �he 
goal is to lure blond characters and chop them. �he game lev-
els consist o� di��erent bars, where the player, blonds and other 
characters hangs. Player tries to lure the blonds with hairspray, 
money etc. Interact with other shady characters to get better 
weapons �or chopping and explore the environment in order to 
get luring tools.

morfJumbo Rumble

Player is controlling a rampaging elephant. �he goal is to 
break down as many houses be�ore being shot by a zoo keeper 
with a tranquilizing weapon. 

GAMESEEKERSKioto Treatment

Main items: clear air & carbon oxide. �he goal is to trade own 
carbon oxide to �resh air. Fork can be used as extreme cause 
but it has some expenses. �he winner is player who is last 
standing player on the field. You can join in clans with other 
players (get wired). Opponents are bystanders (i.e. women). 
Winner is mediatum �or the next game. Loser is idiot.
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GAMESEEKERSParanoid Android

A thriller �PS game where the player controls a young man 
who just woke �rom amnesia. His only memory �rom be�ore is 
strangers dragging his of away, a falling snowflake, a cham-
pagne glass. �he ones he thought to be his �riends are actually 
the ones who betrayed him because he holds the knowledge 
o� the plans as a biological weapon they’re created together. 
He wanted to shut down production and now they are trying to 
dispose o� him.

GAMESEEKERSShave my Baby!

Find your baby, oh no, she has a beard, quick race to the 
barbershop to shave my baby! Multiplayer. Race, pushing your 
pram (perambulator) through the streets to get to the barber-
shop first, he can only shave one baby per day. (Hairy baby 
shaves are bad �or business.) Obstacles: the criminal wants 
to steal the baby (why? Don’t ask), the paranoid idiot guard. 
Co-operate with others to gain collective advantage, bribe or 
negotiate to get secret knowledge (shortcuts to route). One 
Winner – lots o� losers.

GAMESEEKERSThe Haunted Village

You play the saviour o� a little medieval village whose inhabit-
ants have started finding strange triangular pattern bitemarks 
on their necks and are coming down with an incurable sick-
ness. You travel around on a segway �rom which the Kings o� 
the Hill Despot tries to push you o��. �he villagers will be ask-
ing you �or help and you can observe on the map how many 
o� them are still le�t to save. �he ones that are le�t will ask �or 
your name.

GAMEBOARD CO-OPV.I.P.

Goal o� the game is to be the most glamorous person. Inter-
�ace consists �rom numpad, microphone and earpiece. Game 
takes advantage �rom vocal commands (talking). Player’s char-
acter is either male o� �emale who evolves during the game. 
Evolving happens when character interacts with others which 
increase his/her charisma and sel�-selling. Environment o� the 
game is Hollywood and other di��erent �amous cities/locations. 
�here are social interactions present like �avoring another play-
er or backstabbing him/her. �here are di��erent scenes where 
you can get �ame and bonuses. �here are also �ake characters 
present that must be exposed. �he game is easy enough to 
play in small bits. You win the game by being the best model 
and you lose i� you get exposed or die. Leader o� the game has 
hexagonal mark under or over the character.

GAMEBOARD CO-OPGrouped Asteroids

�he game revolves around the idea o� cleaning asteroids 
in space. �here is WLAN multiplayer option present. Player 
controls a spaceship that uses missiles (limited) to destroy 
asteroids. �he ship has also a tractor beam which can be used 
to group up asteroids. �here is a challenge however as i� the 
player gathers too many asteroids in one group, the missile 
will just scatter most o� them all over the space. Players get 
bonuses and spaceship gets new �eatures as the game goes 
onwards. �here is the possibility o� chain-reaction i� the player 
shoots certain type asteroids (which might contain explosive 
material inside). Game �eatures cartoony graphics and the ul-
timate goal is to clear the space (level). 
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GAMEBOARD CO-OPMusic Match

In this music themed game, the player collects tunes and 
matches them to make up music. �here is also multiplayer 
mode where two players compete against each others. Player 
can show up his music, convert it to ringtones and there is a 
ranking system. Web-brawler “insects” are used to spy, help 
and possibly co-operate with other players �or getting new 
tunes �or the game. Ultimate goal is just to make great tunes 
(=music). GPS is also used �or localized ranking. �here are also 
localized beats (tunes) available only �rom certain locations. 
�unes are colour-coded which resemble the “attitude” o� the 
tune. Matching colors is a bonus and you can also swap tunes 
with others. �he gameplay has mysterious �eeling and there is 
no clear goal, just make up good music. �he duels are however 
scored. GAMEBOARD CO-OPDistinct Dancers

�his dance game is based on three developing �actors around 
the main character. Goal o� the game is to beat 50 other ath-
lete dancers. Opponents are sometimes �unny looking who are 
unbalanced in relation to the three developing �actors. �his 
makes them to look charicatyric or grotesk. Game �eatures 
mysteric or esoteric dancing which brings comedy to the game. 
�he game is played in real-time and has many reward levels 
including instant rewards with “wow!” “cool!” shouts etc, short 
time rewards by showing o�� character’s evolution and long time 
rewards with better ranking position. �he game’s subgoal is to 
do well in all three levels, local, national and international.

GAMEBOARD CO-OPSaga of Sigguraths

Game involves controlling an Aztech priest who tries to con-
trol Sigguraths (step-pyramids). It is a multiplayer game with 
turn-based playing. Game elements are the priest, virgins, 
sigguraths, sacrifice knife, mob and Spanish conquistadors. 
Game includes cartoon like violence. Player takes control o� 
siggurath by sacrificing virgins or conquistadors, which causes 
the siggurath to be painted with blood. When the highest level 
o� the siggurath is painted, the siggurath is player’s property. 
�he blood comes o�� eventually so player might need to sac-
rifice again at the same location. Ultimate goal is to own as 
many sigguraths as possible, sub-goal is to paint and own one 
siggurath as starters. Inter�ace includes directional movement 
keys (up, down, le�t, right) and content sensitive action key. 
�he game might have solo mode with co-op twist, but there 
might be balancing challenges.

GAMEBOARD CO-OPWLAN Theme Parks

Idea o� the game is to build a theme park by using wlan 
hotspots as resources. �he theme is �unny and wacky. Each 
wlan hotspot generates a new game. Player’s also get parts 
�or their theme parks �rom the wlan hotspots. Parts are used 
to assemble unique items �or the park (“toys”). Operator gives 
the player game time bonuses �or playing a lot or winning a lot. 
Game time is also logged and players get rewards like collecti-
bles or other stu��. What they get depends on how much they 
play. �here are also counters �or parts, �ull toys and ranking 
system. �he game is turn based and ultimate goal is to be the 
one with unique item.

GAMEBOARD CO-OPWater Rising

Game theme is about preventing sea level rise by protesting 
against �actories with ships which carry banderols. �here are 
pirates who �orm the challenge o� the game. Players receive 
score after the completing the level. There are bonuses to fight 
against the pollution and goodies to cover bananas. Game is 
played in turn-based mode.
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GAMEBOARD soloBluetooth Planets

Each player acts as alien king with one homeworld. Players’ 
task is to colonize other planets. Other planets are scanned 
via bluetooth and each bluetooth beacon represents a planet 
with di��erent attributes. Player sends a reconnaissance spybot 
to study the planet. �he spybots can be designed with vari-
ous �eatures depending on what kind o� in�ormation the player 
needs to know. Players can also invade other players’ planets.

GAMEBOARD soloMaking Space

Making Space is a real time hex based game where player’s 
job is to clear land in Russia. Cleared land is needed �or build-
ings, highways, parks etc. Player needs to bribe local and na-
tional bureaucrats, get rid o� remnant land owners and pay �or 
the mafia for heavy handed help.

GAMEBOARD soloVet Candidate

�he setting is a pet clinic. �he player starts out as a rookie 
vet and gets hired to the least prominent clinic at first. Her 
objective is to get better in her pro�ession by treating the sick 
pets well. Eventually she’ll be hired to better private clinics and 
the end goal is to get hew own clinic. Rewards include slowly 
appearing badges, diplomas and awards on the wall. Each pet 
and each sickness will require di��erent kind o� treatment that 
the player will have to master. �he inter�ace will include your 
advancing skill-o-meter as a vet and the next milestone you’ve 
got to reach.

GAMEBOARD soloPoseidon and Triton

�he game environment is the sea and player controls the 
wind. �here are ships sailing at the sea and players’ task is to 
control wind so that the icebergs won’t collide with the ships. 
Challenge in the game is the indirect and sloppy control over 
the icebergs which are a��ected by their mass and inertia. Car-
toony graphics gives the casual look �or the game with smiling 
sun etc.

GAMEBOARD soloCaptain Cousteau

�he goal o� the game is to heal the world by manipulating 
ecosystems o� various seas. Each sea has its own unique eco-
system requiring di��erent tactics. When the player has healed 
the first sea, he gets resources that make it easier to heal the 
other seas. �he look and �eel o� the game is minimalist and 
player makes his actions in a leisure pace while the ecosystem 
simulation is runs in the background.

mecanoLight Catapult

Stretch rubber = use catapult to shoot light balls to illuminate 
dark area. There are some objects which are hiding. If you find 
those, level is completed.

mecanoBalloon Boxes

Pile boxes. Use empty balloons to select a box. Inflate the bal-
loon in order to get a grip on the box. (More air, more time.) 
More air in the balloon the �urther you can move the box.
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mecanoDusk Till Dawn – African Edition

You are an elephant in a herd, around a water hole. Dusk is 
�alling, lions are circling �or an attack. As night �alls your abil-
ity to see drops, but lions can see just fine. Keep in the herd 
to stay safe. Trunk1: suck up and blow out fireflies to illumi-
nate an area. Trunk2: Suck up water, aim, fire at lion. Direct 
hit immobilizes lion �or some time. Charge: Charge at lions. 
Vulnerability: Retreating leaves your back vulnerable to attack 
�rom lion pride. End conditions: Lions make a kill (or X kills). 
Elephants: Survive the night.

mecanoDam Balloon

You control a hot air balloon to pick up bricks to build and 
repair the dam. �he water rises all the time and i� the valley 
floods you loose. The faster the balloon moves and more rapid 
turns you make the more difficult it is to pick up and place 
bricks.

mecanoManual Airbag

Medieval jousting and 50’s car racing / chicken… You have a 
crappy lada, with a manual airbag button. Lose conditions: 1. 
You streer away. 2. If both inflate airbag, you inflate. 3. You 
don’t inflate, so you crash and die. Win conditions: 1. You 
inflate airbag last. 2. Other steers away. Drawing included in 
idea paper.

mecano�D Mouth + Hand Puzzle

Blowing to a microphone controls the �eather height. Buttons 
while it is �alling down. 3D maze that you have to go through 
to finish. There’s a nail pistols on the mazes. Player has to duck 
the nails by quickly blowing into microphone.

mecanoHot Air Balloon Adventure

Switching fire on/off rises/lowers the balloon. One button 
game, collect stu�� �rom sky & avoid sharp objects. Catch en-
emies to steal stu�� and to drop them. Finally press button to 
get the big mu��. Growing the balloon by combining other bal-
loon to one’s own.

mecanoSeaquest Treasure

Underwater treasurehunt. Player controls a diver with a pear 
who is looking �or treasure chests underwater. Hazards would 
be drowning, sharks, boat anchors and jellyfish. Goal is to find 
some legendary treasure. Player has some tool to trap objects 
in water to catch them. Combine �ragments �ound in water into 
bigger ones. Player can get stuck in certain areas to avoid. 
“Vatupassi” indicates whether your going up or down. You have 
to avoid going too deep or too up and this is your tool �or that. 
Multiplay: the player 1. is on sur�ace blowing air via tubes to 
player 2. at a submarine underwater. Player 2. van go deeper 
with submarine (unreachable in a single player mode) Better 
treasure, coordination required. End goal is to find the legen-
dary treasure o� Atlantis.
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it’s a game !
(early gameseekers)

Marching soldier 
formations

(Parade) Players must align shapes with each other. Not di-
rectly moving but “herding” with yelling commands. Some 
soldiers can become outcasts, trying to leave �ormation and 
become anarchists. Ultimately players have to “deliver” the 
soldiers in a parade. When �ailing – not having soldiers in good 
enough �ormation – the penalty is shared between players. 
�here’s ultimate judge which decides score (“Stalin” / “Kim 
Jong-il”), density etc. o� groups must stay similar.

early gameseekersKeep on Moving!

�he players have to keep moving as long as possible. �hey’ll 
drive their Segway’s around and swim, collecting �ood that acts 
as �uel but that has to be unwrapped to be used. Segwaying is 
dangerous – you might �all o��… Swimming is less dangerous 
but the �ood doesn’t appear underwater.

early gameseekers

Snowflake in 
Monastery

It starts in a monastery. It’s a big place with rooms, and a 
secret is kept in a special hidden room, and the player must 
find it; it’s an adventure game. There’s a group of monks: 2 of 
them are bald and 1 o� them has hair, is blind and is enlight-
ened. �he player has to talk to the monks in order to get in�or-
mation. �he secret is sometimes ugly. �hey keep on speaking 
about a beauti�ul place to [“mislead you” struck through]. �he 
key to bringing the keeper dog to your side is finding out his 
name – which is Snowflake. * They talk about snow to mislead 
you; the secret is that they want to leave to a tropical island. 
Characters’ names are essential to the game’s solution.

it’s a game !
(early gameseekers)

Coffee Addict 
– The Game

Multiplayer game of getting coffee in an office building, and 
winning by being the last man standing (=awake). Every 
Character has two meters: a) ca��eine meter, b) sugar meter. 
When you have ca��eine, you are awake and alert. When you 
have sugar, you have energy to walk. You need someone else 
to get you the co��ee. You cannot leave your desk �or your own 
sake. �hus, game becomes one o� contracts and alliances: 
when to get co��ee (+ sugar) �or someone, when not? One can, 
however, decide to keep an entire co��ee machine �or onesel�, 
becoming a “despot” (that a “saviour” can fight against?) – but 
you never know??? How much co��ee is in one machine, it can 
run out (and no-one will trust a despot again). �hus, the li�e o� 
a co��ee addict is one o� alliances, betrayals, co��ee, sugar, and 
trying to stay awake as long as possible.

gamebrain 
(early piecebox)Castle building

Player builds a castle with tile-like cards which must fit each 
other visually/structurally. Cards determine i� multiple tiles can 
be used on same time. Math is used to add additional con-
straint/challenge rules �or using the tiles. Card colors are linked 
to each player’s castle color. “Side board” shows current score 
by castle size & surroundings. Dice are thrown to make a bet 
each turn, i� you get right number, you get to do something. 
Better you do in the game, the more people will live in your 
castle (kings, queens …) – shown visually or seen.
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gamebrain 
(early piecebox)Cupid

It’s a cupid game in which you spread love and make pairs 
by shooting people with arrows. It’s a collaborative and each 
player is responsible �or one gender. �here are questions/an-
swers �or boys and girls. You have to match those. People are 
distributed in a scene and the shooting will only work i� people 
are close enough. At some point in the game, the player’s goal 
reverses: the one in charge o� boys become in charge o� girls 
and the other way around (just �or a while). I� you shoot a 
person �rom the opposite gender, both players su��er penalty: 
the character �reezes �or a while and cannot be shot. You can 
make couple with di��erent questions and answers, but you get 
higher score i� you match them; be�ore the game starts play-
ers already know the questions. �here can be obstacles in the 
scene, like walls that may block the arrows.

gamebrain 
(early piecebox)Domino Effect

Players try to �orm a domino-e��ect in this board game. You 
have dices, cones and domino blocks as game elements. �hrow 
the dices to see how many blocks you have to place into the 
field. Try to form a queue of standing domino blocks without 
breaking the queue by accidentally creating a domino-e��ect. 
Who reaches the goal first is the winner. There might be mul-
tiple goals which pop up as the game goes on. Domino block 
which consists o� same value on both edges creates a �ork in 
path and creates this way an alternative goal to be place on 
the game area.

gamebrain 
(early piecebox)Cheet-ass

Monkeys reach the heights. �here is a limitation o� how many 
monkeys you can use or limitation in environment, they are 
reaching the highest tree. Certain amounts o� monkeys in one 
turn based on cards. Every player has di��erent types (colors) 
o� monkeys, di��erent types has di��erent special abilities like 
good hanging skills or strength. �he winner replaces the �ar-
zan’s monkey cheetah. Players are dealt cards and with those 
cards they can add or remove monkeys, their own or others. I� 
player collapses the pile he gets a one collapse card. Maximum 
o� three collapses is permitted.

gamebrain 
(early piecebox)

Funny Domino 
Questions

A deck o� �unny questions & deck o� �unny answers. One picks 
a q and other picks a and player can submit their own �unny 
answers and receive a piece o� domino to accomplish the long 
term goal o� the game to build domino track �rom starting point 
thru several milestones to end point.

gamebrain 
(early piecebox)

Turing Test 
Chat Game

Player contacts a “chat channel”, asking all kinds o� questions 
– or, alternatively, taking the role o� “answerer” (meaning an 
impersonator, who pretends to be a chat-bot, as [unclear] as 
possible). Questions are answered either by the real bots, or 
by real people who impersonate being chat-bots. Player gets 
a score, based on how soon (s)he spots correctly whether it is 
a person or a bot. Alternatively, persons get a score based on 
how success�ul they are in bot-impersonating. Daily high-score 
and best conversation snippets are displayed in the popular 
website.
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brainstorming
Multiplayer 
incredible machine

Build traps �or other players in a “Jackass” environment and 
at the same time avoiding traps made by other players. Com-
munity based judging and scoring with replays. Some trap 
parts can be hidden or invisible and experienced players get 
the ability to see / detect them when they are close. Form big 
teams �or bigger scores. �ournament/championship structure, 
so gangs compete with each other (Gangs have di��erent char-
acters with di��erent skills). Every team brings one “gadget” to 
the championship.

brainstorming

Office Coffee 
Mug Sticker Game

In every co��ee break everybody gets to the co��ee corner and 
gets to pick up a mug, and put ones own name-sticker into 
it. �he last one Is �orced to put their name in the Black Mug. 
Winning condition might be that you collect a mug with a “�ull 
house” o� e.g. all graphical artists’ names attached to it. Series 
o� your names attached to Black Mug is very dubious honour… 
(hard working, slow to get to co��ee breaks).

brainstormingStory Recorder

Co-op story. Player calls server and records a story. Another 
player calls and listens to the last 10 seconds o� the story and 
records an addition to the story. A�ter 10 recordings, the story 
is considered done and becomes available �or people to listen 
�ully. People listening to �ull stories can vote on how good and 
�unny it is. �he best author might win prices.

brainstormingBonzai Bonanza

Bonzai �ree Application. Downloadable Bonzai application: 
nurture your plant, it reproduces seedlings which consists o� 
e.g. three attributes (flower, fruit, bacteria). Player can send 
the seedling to a) a �riend, b) auction house, c) public gar-
den. Plant (bonsai tree) growing out o� seedling can contain 
inconsistent bacteria in current environment which makes it 
poisonous. I� player poisonous plant in the garden, plan that 
cures the disease has to be �ound. It’s like a trading card game. 
You can also download multiple trees (applications) into your 
phone and trade the items between the applications.

out of the officeSteam Stunt Roller

You drive a steamroller in stunt track. You must heat the mo-
bile device thermo sensor to set speed with your finger. Don’t 
heat too much or boiler explodes. �he track is a classic loupe 
that tightens on a time base.

out of the officeRunning Man

GPS-game which �ollows ho much the player runs per day and 
how fast. Ranks per day are saved to personal profile. Follow 
your history and see how sporty can you get!

out of the officeGrannies in Heat

During a heat wave, old ladies are collapsing while they are 
walking / cycling in a park. �he player has to revive the gran-
nies or provide shade �or them to keep them cool.
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out of the officeCrappy Car

Drive as fast as you can from A to B while fixing your car that 
keeps on �alling apart constantly. Goal is to reach point B be-
�ore time runs out.

out of the officeFind & Catch

Players move in the area, but they cannot see each other. �he 
target is that one player drops items that other players try to 
find based on navigation and position tips that are communi-
cated to other players.

emoOffice X-Ray

In this multiplayer game player is burnout suffering office 
worker – office rat. They are so burdened by their stress that 
they start to eat staplers, phones, pens and all sorts of office 
equipment and tools. A�ter the round ends, there is a x-ray 
photograph session o� the players stomach. A player gives 
points according to heaps and piles o� stu�� seen on a x-ray 
images. I� you �orm an interesting shape to your stomach, you 
get more points.

out of the officeImitate the Song

Player hears piece o� music and objective is to repeat the piece 
accurately. �here are also scratching sound that are heard ran-
domly or based on user’s actions. �he better the user’s repeti-
tion is more scratching sour are added.

emoFamily of Bats

Player controls mother bat which is �ollowed by baby bats. 
Baby bats learn more independent by �ollowing their mothers’ 
example. �hey gain more IQ or AI. Mother teaches babies by 
showing good sources o� �ood and to avoid dangerous places. 
When the babies are all independent the level is complete.

emoMilkman of the Future

Milkman delivers milk to customers. Game is located in �utur-
istic scenery where milk is delivered by flying to customers. 
Idea involves social interaction o� the milkman and his cus-
tomers. Good social interaction by talking gives milkman more 
tips, suggestion o� the new potential customers and knowledge 
o� secret places. Dialog between player and customer is dealt 
like in Monkey Island games. Flying is inspired by Space �axi 
and maybe Paper Boy.

emoLeaking Spaceship

Spaceship is leaking precious air! The ship can be fixed if the 
right stu�� is get �rom the women o� the ship. In exchange 
player has to collect something and deliver it to the women. So 
collect, deliver to women, get stu�� and repair the ship be�ore 
time or air runs out. Kind a like a resource game.
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emoCaptain of the Zeppelin

Player is the captain o� the zeppelin air ship. Zeppelin must 
be steered through the course. �he Zeppelin is kind o� heavy 
and slow in turns. It’s like an oil tanker which is not so agile 
in movements. This slow motion gives time to captain to fight 
against a little and speedy fighter planes that are teasing the 
Zeppelin. Wind condition could make steering harder but may-
be too hard �or a casual game.

emoElephant Milkshake Bar

�here is a milkshake bar but without electricity. Power is gen-
erated by elephants. Player is a bartender trying to produce 
as much milkshake as possible. Milk is shaken by steering el-
ephants to stomp, rumble and march them to walls, tables and 
customers. �he tremble produced makes the milk to shake into 
a milkshake. �his is a absurd and anarchist game with big and 
cute elephants. �here are also a lot o� rumble, action and over 
�oaming milkshake.

emoPopup Killer – The game

Popup Killer – �he game levels are web sites o� varying di�-
ficulty (from Google to sexdwarfs.com). The player, equipped 
with a six-shooter, has to destroy pop-up advertisements 
before his annoyance meter fills up and he ends up in a shop-
ping �renzy. When a pop-up is killed, it explodes in a peace�ul, 
enjoyable manner. Harder advertisements shoot dangerous 
sensory impulses at the player. �he bonus stage has a peace�ul 
green land (Windows background) that the player has to stay 
on as long as possible be�ore he’s tossed to the next stage.
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